
Add ‘re-‘ suffix?

do
cycle

market
perfect

turn
appear

Prefix: ‘re-‘

Prefixes are added to the beginning of a word. 
The prefix ‘re-‘ means again or back.

Tips

Circle the word that that matches the meaning correctly.Check

Can you write another 
root word that the 

prefix ‘re-‘ could be 
added to? 

Place each word into the correct sentence.

refreshing         redo      recycle       reprint       reclaim       reaction

Spelling Workouts: Spelling Workouts:Spelling Workouts:  

I had a cold glass of   
lemonade.

Cardboard can be placed in the 
 bin.

Racing drivers must have quick  
 as they speed around 

the track.

The headteacher demanded that Jayden  
 his work.

The author asked for a  of 
his novel.

Eddie went to  his 
jumper from the lost property box.

Put a tick or cross in the box to show whether the prefix 
‘re-‘ can be added to these root words.

To paint or wallpaper a room again.
redecorate /   reshape

To come into sight again.
reappear / rebound

To fit or join something together again. 
return / reassemble

To bounce back through the air after 
hitting something hard.
rebound / reopen



reconnect replay

Below each picture is a word. Can you write a sentence for 
each picture using the word?Use

Read each sentence and change the underlined word or phrase for a 
synonym which begins with the prefix ‘re-‘.

Change

The shop will open again in the 
morning. 

Dorothy went again to Oz to see the 
Munchkins.

The children shaped again the 
playdough to make new models.

At the picnic, the wasps appeared 
again once the cakes were being 
eaten.

The maths question was incorrect, 
so they had to have another go at 
it. 
 

 
 
William caught the ball as it 
bounced back from the wall.



Apply

redo

redecorate

rejoin

reassemble

Write a short passage about this image. How many of these 
words can you include in your writing?

Extra challenge: 
Can you use words with 

suffixes in your writing?
Underline any examples 

that you use.


